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Welcome to part 2 of LCP’s new-style 25th 
annual report into corporate pensions issues.  

Phil Cuddeford  
Head of Corporate 
Consulting

Big pension changes are happening fast, 
and companies need to keep up. We discuss 
our “out of the box” solutions for these 
changes in this report.

Whilst part 1, our Spring report, offered a concise analysis of the key facts, figures 
and trends revealed by FTSE 100 companies reporting in 2017; this part 2 Autumn 
report uncovers the key issues which companies should be aware of now to 
give them time to adapt ahead of the year-end. We also asked senior corporate 
decision-makers their opinions on these issues. The results of this insightful survey 
can be found throughout the report. 

Within this report, we highlight: 

• What our survey said: One of our key findings is that the overwhelming 
concern of corporates is to reduce volatility and surprises: we therefore 
present some new and reconditioned ideas to help companies construct 
smooth and stable pension strategies. 

• Accounting surplus: so what?: We describe how companies with pension 
accounting surpluses develop their pension strategy to balance the security 
needs of the trustees with the “trapped surplus” and capital efficiency needs 
of shareholders. 

• New market developments: An exciting market development this summer is 
the emergence of commercial “consolidator” vehicles which offer companies 
the chance to remove pension liability from their books at a lower price than 
insurance buy-out: we discuss who this new option might be appropriate for. 

• The wider world: The government has been busy, not just with Brexit, but 
with a DB pensions white paper and several consultations with wide ranging 
impact on companies sponsoring pensions. We discuss what these and other 
current developments mean for corporates.

• Get prepared: And, finally, we summarise the key things you need to do to 
prepare for your 2018 year-end.

https://www.lcp.uk.com/pensions-benefits/publications/accounting-for-pensions-2018/
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LCP Accounting for Pensions 2018 - Spring report
A concise analysis of the key facts, figures and trends revealed by 
FTSE 100 companies reporting in 2017.

Balance sheets 
improved by

£15bn

Pension Contributions
£13bn

Dividends £80bn

Who’s winning the battle 
for corporate cash?

Should profitable  
companies pay more?

Be prepared for big shocks from 
changes to accounting rules

A step-change in approach 
to setting discount rates 

£50bn+
threat

FTSE100 pension schemes  
go into ‘surplus’ for the 
first time in 15 years. £31bn

£4bn
From Deficit 
(December 2016)

Into Surplus
(December 2017)

www.lcp.uk.com/afp
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Executive Summary

Many companies with 
an IAS19 surplus 
are still paying large 
deficit contributions
At the end of August, about half of the FTSE 
100 had IAS19 pension surpluses, which total 
£50bn. The other half had pension deficits 
totalling £20bn, giving a net FTSE100 
position of a £30bn aggregate surplus. 

A striking fact is those FTSE 100 companies 
with IAS19 surpluses are still planning to pay 
deficit contributions of around £25bn. We 
explore this further on page 5.

Eliminating artificial 
volatility
Our survey also reveals that 
companies’ overwhelmingly number one 
concern is to reduce volatility. We describe 
how companies can eliminate massive 
amounts of artificial volatility by challenging 
the standard mind set. See page 7.

DB consolidators: a new 
way to secure DB pension 
liability and remove from 
your balance sheet
This summer an exciting and brand new way 
of securing DB liabilities and removing them 
from the balance sheet has emerged, through 
the launch of two commercial consolidator 
vehicles. The issues for companies, trustees 
and other stakeholders to consider are 
complex. See page 10.

Massive regulatory 
change for corporate 
sponsors
Brexit hasn’t saved us from the DB White 
Paper; the consultation on beefing up 
the regulator’s powers; the upcoming 
consultations on (1) “collective defined 
contribution” schemes, (2) consolidators and 
(3) scheme funding; the BEIS announcements 
on dividends, insolvency, and training; the 
mooted RPI reform (worth £100bn for UK 
plc?); new “transfer value comparators”; or  
the new corporate governance code calling  
for executive pension rates (and cash in lieu) 
to be aligned to the rest of the workforce.  
See page 12.

Sex equalisation could hit 
FTSE 100 profits by £15bn
Companies need to be aware of this 
funding and accounting risk – it’s been 
around for many years, but clarity and 
therefore crystallisation might now be 
just around the corner. See page 17.

What do senior corporate decision-makers think?
Throughout this report we highlight the views of senior corporate decision-makers, 
who were asked to share their opinion by taking part in our survey. 

Corporate decision-makers want 
to mend the roof while 
the sun’s shining
Around 80% of respondents 
to our survey believe that – all else equal – 
companies should mend their pensions roof 
while the sun’s shining. This is in line with the 
Pension Regulator’s recent statements, and 
represents a change in mind set from the old 
days where many companies aimed to pay as 
little as possible. The challenge for companies 
with well-funded schemes is to ensure that 
their schemes don’t become overfunded 
with trapped surplus and that capital is used 
efficiently. See page 13.
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Paying contributions when you have an accounting surplus

FTSE 100 companies grow their surplus to around £30bn

In our Spring report, we showed that the FTSE 100 companies reported an overall IAS19 surplus of 
around £4bn at their 2017 year-ends, and that this had grown to over £20bn by April 2018. The chart 
below shows that at the end of September the combined IAS19 surplus is around £30bn.

This overall £30bn surplus is broadly split; £50bn across those companies in surplus (around half of the 
FTSE 100 companies) and -£20bn for those in deficit. 

A striking fact is those FTSE 100 companies with IAS19 surpluses are still planning to pay deficit 
contributions of around £25bn.
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Isn’t it great, we’ve got an 
accounting surplus!

But I thought the accounting measure was based on a 
very low assumed investment return?

So as we’re fully funded on the accounting measure then we could  
afford to invest all the assets in low-risk AA rated bonds?

But aren’t we investing in higher return assets like equities and private credit?

So why are we still paying money into the scheme?

Not really: the rating agencies ignore it, and we’re still paying lots  
of contributions because the trustee measure is more prudent.

Yes.

Yes.

It is, AA-rated UK corporate bonds.

Plain-talking pensions: paying contributions while in an accounting surplus

This overall 
surplus is 
broadly split

£50bn

-£20bn

£30bn= 

for those 
in deficit.

across those 
companies in 
surplus and

https://www.lcp.uk.com/pensions-benefits/publications/accounting-for-pensions-2018/
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By definition, a company with a 100% IAS19 funding level needs the pension scheme assets to provide returns 
in line with AA-rated corporate bond yields in order to pay all the benefit obligations over the lifetime of the 
scheme. A company with an IAS19 surplus needs lower returns than this. It’s not difficult to construct a low-
risk investment strategy that delivers an expected return considerably above AA yields (see chart overleaf), 
so IAS19 can be viewed as a prudent measure in some circumstances.

But what’s the right level of prudence? Do extremely prudent targets force a more risky approach?  
Can they cause a trapped surplus, or an inefficient use of capital? And is IAS19 prudent enough?

Funding to IAS19 would also enhance the consistency between funding and accounting. In our survey of 
senior corporate decision makers, most participants felt that the biggest challenge of an IAS19 surplus is 
communicating the differences between funding and accounting to the various stakeholders (see chart) - 
this point is emphasised by the Financial Reporting Council (FRC) in its November 2017 Thematic Review of 
Pension Disclosures.

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Potential adverse e
ect 
on credit rating

Potential adverse e
ect 
on share price

Potential adverse e
ect 
on regulatory capital

Communicating apparent contradictions 
between accounting surplus and funding 

deficit to relevant stakeholders

No concern: an accounting 
surplus is good news or neutral

Paying contributions when you have an accounting surplus 
continued

What is an escrow?
Company contributions are paid into a 
separate account that is promised to the 
scheme based on pre-agreed triggers. It 
provides the trustees with security that 
funds will be available if required, but 
avoids wasted capital / trapped surplus  
if they are not, as in that case, monies  
are returned.

They can bring flexibility, control, 
transparency and the ability to invest, and 
therefore meet both security and capital 
efficiency objectives. For these reasons 
escrow-type solutions will also be used by 
consolidator vehicles (see p10).

These types of solution – funding 
committed to say, IAS19 level plus a 
contingent buffer – have another major 
advantage: they can also protect the 
company from the “IFRIC14” balance sheet 
liability risk discussed in our Spring report.

What is the biggest concern from having a “surplus” on the accounting measure whilst still paying contributions to meet 
a deficit on the funding basis?

Are further contributions needed going forwards?

Given the overall FTSE 100 funding level, many 
companies should be asking themselves: are further 
contributions needed going forwards? 

The answer to this question depends on many factors, 
including the long-term funding strategy and target, 
covenant strength, contingent arrangements in place, 
affordability, trustee powers, and alternative business 
uses of cash.

Some companies should consider whether to pay 
contributions into an escrow-type fund, or to offer other 
forms of security, to avoid payments being “trapped” in the 
pension scheme. Parent company guarantees and charges 
over assets are two other examples of solutions to consider. 

Furthermore escrow arrangements may even help a cash-
rich company to set aside more funds and reduce risk, if 
there’s an ability for the contributions to be refunded if they 
turn out not to be needed.

Escrow won’t always be the best answer, as not all 
companies will be keen on setting up a new arrangement, 
or on the delayed tax deductibility on contributions.

Around 25% are concerned by share price, regulatory capital and credit rating, which the escrow type 
solutions might address in some cases.
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Secure, Stable and Capital Efficient Pensions Planning

Corporate decision makers’ biggest concern is volatility and unexpected cash calls 

One of the most striking results of our survey is that corporate decision makers are more concerned about 
volatility and unexpected cash calls than anything else. 

Volatility of the funding position is often exacerbated by the valuation measure being disconnected from 
the investments. In many cases this can easily be avoided by aligning funding and investment.

Protect the 
ability to pay 

dividends

Protect the 
sponsor’s 

credit rating

Protect 
the share 

price

Control 
regulatory 

capital 
requirements

Minimise 
cash calls

Maximise 
profits

More 
important

Less 
important

Reduce volatility 
(of cash or 
accounting 
measures)

From a pensions financial perspective, what matters most to you is to: 

Benefits of aligning funding and investment
• Artificial volatility is removed – creating a more 

stable funding position that better reflects the 
true position of the scheme

• Reduced volatility in company cash 
requirements at future actuarial valuations

• More efficient investment strategy – no need  
to pay to hedge risks that aren’t real

• Less exposed to a rising interest rate 
environment

• Potential reduced leverage and use of derivatives

A good way to align funding and investment

Many schemes are closed to new members and future accrual (around 90% and 50% respectively, see our 

Spring report). Schemes are on their journey to “run-off” and building a strategy to meet the cash outflow. For 
some, this means moving investments into gilts, but for many that would be a costly and inefficient strategy. 

A typical modern investment strategy which prudently provides more than the required returns and liquidity 
with a high degree of confidence might look something like the below.
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Equity dividends

Traditional credit

Property and Infrastructure

Private credit

Gilts / LDI

Equity disinvestments

Re-invested net cashflows

Deficit conts

Expected benefits

https://www.lcp.uk.com/pensions-benefits/publications/accounting-for-pensions-2018/
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Secure, Stable and Capital Efficient Pensions Planning
continued

Plain-talking pensions: Making funding consistent with investment

Plain-talking pensions: Another way that funding approaches often spoil investment strategy

I need returns of 3.5%

Our strategy is great, it de-risks each year.

No. I mean 3.5%. That should be easy.

That’s right.

Thanks for letting me know - I won’t buy gilts then.

Yes.

I thought they were really volatile?

Because if we don’t then we can’t  
de-risk over time.

If I don’t make 3.5% I run out of money whatever 
yields are so I just need to invest to beat 3.5%

Yes, I guess so, but then the actuary’s discounting line  
might look weird with a “cliff-edge”.

Only the way you measure it!

Don’t you mean gilts +2% pa?

Doesn’t that mean “taking more  
risk now, to take less later”.

But gilt yields are really low.

But aren’t most markets  
near all-time highs?

But they’re risk free!

So what makes this year the best year to take the most risk? And why do you want to take 
more risk in 2019 than 2020, and more risk in 2020 than 2021, and so on?

Yes, but in the same way  
as your liabilities.

Couldn’t you just de-risk now  
and not de-risk over time?

But the only way I can reduce my Value  
at Risk is if I buy more gilts or LDI.

So?

With so many schemes in a good position, why do many still hold risky 
investment strategies?

So why then are the vast majority of pension schemes still benchmarking 
their funding policies against a measure that is 100% linked to gilt prices? 
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Secure, Stable and Capital Efficient Pensions Planning
continued

The chart below shows such a “cliff edge” (dotted line) – this alternative approach has all the benefits 
summarised below the chart, compared to the typical approach shown by the curve. And in practice the 
cliff edge can be avoided by gradually locking in gains as and when they arise over time.

Bringing it all together: Secure, Capital-Efficient and Stable Pensions
The following graphic summarises the ideas presented in this and the previous section, which challenge the 
current mindset on funding and investment. Providing a journey plan that is secure, capital-efficient and 
stable is possible!

Win-win journey plan for  
Trustees and Companies

Secure benefits  
for members

Stable 
funding 
position

Stability of 
cashflow

Low 
investment 

risk

Reduces 
trapped 

surplus risk

Contingency 
plan

Maximises 
shareholder 

value

Efficient capital  
for Company

2018 2023 2028 2033

risk profile for typical scheme

Risk

alternative risk profile

Retains flexibility to de-risk 
further (or insure) as good 

news emerges

Still low risk over  
longer-term, but less 

focus on gilts

Much reduced risk today  
(and lower requirement for 

prudence)

Greatest risk exposure  
today, when markets are  

close to all-time highs

Ability to “step-down”  
in long-term to reflect, 

say, buyout target

Benefits of this approach
• Significant risk reduction today

 − when markets are close to all-time highs  

• Stability for Trustees and Company
 − stable funding position

 − stable cashflow requirements, with no  
requirement to increase contributions

• Flexibility to de-risk when affordable to do so
 − rather than just the passage of time

• Extra security (if needed) can be provided 
through contingent contributions / escrow
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New market development with a lower cost

The issues discussed in the previous section illustrate some innovative thinking that can be applied to 
improve pension outcomes for all stakeholders.

Another innovation is occurring right now in the pensions industry: the emergence of commercial 
consolidator vehicles. So far two such vehicles are being actively marketed: the Pensions Superfund and 
Clara Pensions. These two vehicles take quite distinct approaches. Clara targets insurance buyout after a 
few years while the Superfund targets a long-term “self-sufficiency” approach; schemes would enter Clara 
on a sectionalised basis unlike the commingled approach of the Superfund, for example.

These new vehicles offer companies the opportunity to fully settle their defined benefit pension liabilities at a 
price which may be significantly lower than an insurance buyout premium – as illustrated in the graphic below.

DB consolidators

Assets Trustees’ 
funding 

liabilities

Full  
buy-out 

cost

Assets 
held in 
Scheme

Move to 
consolidation

Current position Consolidator’s Vehicle

Capital buffer
Cash injection from the 

consolidator’s capital investors
Consolidator’s 

premium

Cash injection 
from sponsor

Fully funded on day 1 with 
additional capital buffer

Typical position for a well 
funded scheme

Liabilities 
(as measured on 

the consolidator’s 
funding basis)

Broadly speaking, the consolidators can do this 
as they are operating under occupational pension 
scheme regulations as opposed to the stricter 
Solvency II regime that applies to insurance 
companies.

This is an exciting new possibility that may appeal 
in particular to those companies with well-funded 
immature schemes but where there are concerns 
about the sustainability of the sponsor covenant. 
We also envisage there may be situations involving 
one-off cash injections from parent companies  
and / or M&A activity where it is transaction 
critical to present the target business as being 
unencumbered by pension liabilities.

The views of other stakeholders will be critical, 
including shareholders, trustees, members and 
the Pensions Regulator. The trustees will need to 
assess whether the up-front contributions from the 
sponsor plus consolidator capital, as well as the 

investment strategy and ongoing governance of the 
consolidator provide greater benefit security than 
the sponsor covenant they would be giving up – this 
may be a difficult assessment in some situations.

We expect that both companies and trustees will be 
keen on getting formal clearance from the regulator, 
at least in the early development of this market.

Companies will need to carefully consider any 
reputational risk - for example, in the unlikely 
event that the consolidator failed to deliver all the 
benefits.

There is also regulatory uncertainty. We are 
expecting a formal consultation on the regulation of 
these vehicles later this year. Some companies and 
trustees may prefer to wait for the outcome of this, 
while certain “first-movers” may decide to strike 
early.
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DB consolidators
continued

Plain-talking pensions: passing your scheme to a consolidator

I’ve been quoted £100m to secure pensions and 
remove them from my balance sheet. The buy out 

cheque would have been £500m!

True but I can’t wait that long. We’re paying half a million in 
pension expenses every year, the government keeps moving the 

goalposts, and to be honest I wouldn’t bet my house on the  
company still being around if something goes wrong.

It’s really hard to know where the sponsor will be in 10 years’ time. But, if I 
transfer to a consolidator, the scheme will immediately be really well funded, 
better than now, and the consolidator will put in an extra 10% - that means  

they only need to get really low investment returns to pay all the benefits.

They’ve assured me the price  
is fixed and any unexpected 

future regulation is their issue.

I’ll get clearance from the regulator –  
the only way they’ll give that to me is if  

they agree I’m doing the right thing.

Sounds great. But why don’t you just wait 10 
years, you’ll probably be able to buy out with an 

insurer without putting in any more cash.

But you also need the trustees to agree. How will 
you convince them that their members are  

better off without the support of the sponsor?

OK but what if they get the investments wrong, or are told they 
need to hold loads of extra capital, and run out of money – will 

you stump up the difference? Do you fancy being all over the 
papers and in front of the select committee?

But we have no idea how 
these consolidators are  
going to be regulated!

OK I get it – 
definitely worth 
looking at this in 

more detail.
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No matter how 
interesting, you 

wouldn’t want to 
be a first mover

This is something 
you are currently 

considering or 
planning to consider

This is a 
non-starter 

for you

Other 

The white paper posits a new type of pension vehicle whereby a company could transfer its scheme into a “DB 
consolidator” scheme, fully removing the pension liability from its balance sheet and at a price below insurance buyout. 
The sponsor covenant is being swapped for a cash injection plus contingent security. What is your view on this?

The view of the LCP Consolidator Consulting Team is that, whilst only a small proportion of companies 
might end up transacting with a consolidator, this is an area that a large minority of companies should 
consider as a possibility as part of their long-term pension strategy.

The results of our survey reflect the above considerations.

There is a lot to consider

15-20%
have consolidators 
on their agenda
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Important changes in the pensions landscape 
for corporates

The pensions world is constantly changing. Here are some of the key developments 
that could have a major impact on corporate pension sponsors.

More Pension Regulator powers
The government has proposed a range of changes that beef up the powers of the 
Pensions Regulator. The 5 main proposal areas are:

• New “Notifiable Events” that trustees and companies have to report to the regulator. 
One of these is the granting of security on a debt to give it priority over debt to 
the pension scheme. There is a risk that this includes day to day Treasury activity. 
Hopefully appropriate materiality limits will be defined.

• New extended fines up to £1m plus criminal sanctions for a wide range of actions  
or inactions. 

• New “Declaration of Intent” documentation before M&A activity. This would bring 
timing, cost, confidentiality and commercial challenges.

• Lower bar for the regulator to impose a “Contribution Notice” (CN) on employers.

• Wider range of people who can be hit with a “Financial Support Direction”.

This will root out the “rotten 
apples” and therefore be in 

the interests of all

This will adversely impact 
company directors including 

those who are currently 
behaving reasonably towards 

their pension schemes

This will not change 
behaviours in practice

There is little real 
chance of this power 

being used in practice

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45%

Many details are still outstanding. The consultation closed in August 2018 and we expect 
to see final legislation and regulations in 2019. 

Whether the introduction of criminal sanctions would change behaviours in practice may 
depend on as yet unknown details. Opinions from our survey below were mixed.

The white paper proposes criminal sanctions to punish “wilful or grossly reckless behaviour of 
directors (or connected persons)” in connection with a pension scheme. You believe that:

Criminal 
sanctions 
for company 
directors

Mixed views 
on new 
Regulator 
powers

Up to £1m 
in fines

Wide ranging impact on companies 
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New funding requirements

Such 
clarification 

would help the 
company in its 

discussions with 
trustees

There’s a risk that 
they set the bar 

too high in a way 
that’s detrimental 

to company / 
economic growth

It would 
have no 

impact on us

Other 

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

The government will consult on the funding rules in 2019. This will include proposals to define “prudence” 
when placing a value on liabilities, and on which factors are “appropriate” when considering recovery plans. 
Early views from our survey show around a third of companies believe such clarity will help, and no one 
stated that the consultation isn’t needed. But the key concern (55%) – which we share – is that it raises the 
funding bar to levels that harm corporate sponsors.

The Pensions Regulator is consulting on a new funding code of practice to more tightly 
define “prudent” and “inappropriate”, thereby making it easier to exercise its funding 
powers. Your view is that:

Important changes in the pensions landscape for corporates
continued

Although the intention of this consultation is that any changes would only affect the small number of 
employers who are not funding their schemes appropriately, there is a risk that changes could affect a 
much greater number of companies with DB schemes.

The consultation will also cover the speed at which deficits are paid off. Recently the regulator has stated 
that all else equal it believes “the roof should be mended while the sun’s shining”, as opposed to the  
“strong covenant means there’s no rush” mindset. Our survey findings on this question were crystal clear:

Pay o� their pension deficit 
sooner (“mend the roof 
while the sun’s shining”) 

Pay o� their pension deficit 
over a longer period, and/or 
take more investment risk 
(“stronger covenant means 
no rush to mend the roof”)

19%

81%

All else being equal, do you believe that more profitable companies should:

say it could 
be harmful 
to corporate 
sponsors

80% of corporate 
decision-makers 
want to mend 
the roof while the 
sun’s shining

55%
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BEIS announcements affecting 
company directors and dividends
These announcements have received less attention 
in the pensions industry, but they include a range of 
changes to corporate law that will directly affect the 
way some UK companies are run, including:

• The possibility of a complete overhaul of the 
dividend regime: this could have a large impact 
on the “dividends vs contributions” issue we 
discussed in our Spring report (see below).

• Proposals about (pensions) training for corporate 
board directors.

• Encouraging transparency and simplification 
of group structures: such exercises often have 
significant pension implications.

• Changes relating to stewardship that are relevant 
to scheme investments.

• A wide range of changes for companies heading 
towards insolvency: of significance where a DB 
pension is involved.

The Pensions Regulator has stated that it will 
consider investigating where shareholder dividends 
exceed deficit contributions, unless the deficit is 
expected to be removed quickly and the scheme 
has a low risk investment strategy. In our Spring 
report we showed there is a wide range of practice 
in terms of “dividends vs contributions”. This reflects 
differing deficit levels, recovery plans, investment 
strategies, and scheme security provided through 
the sponsor covenant plus any additional security.

Other

There is no reason for any linkage as 
pension schemes are creditors while 

shareholders are the business owners (with 
di�erent priority rankings on insolvency)

Companies should carefully consider the 
level of dividends when agreeing their 

pension deficit recovery plans (based on 
their own specific circumstances)

Profitable companies with 
manageable pension deficits should 

be free to pay whatever level of 
dividends they consider appropriate

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45%

Our survey suggests that the views of senior corporate decision makers on this important issue are split:

The pension regulator is concerned about the level of shareholder dividends paid compared to pension deficit 
contributions. Your view is:

Important changes in the pensions landscape for corporates
continued

Those FTSE 100 companies 
with IAS19 surpluses are 
still planning to pay deficit 
contributions of around

£25bn
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Important changes in the pensions landscape for corporates
continued

New Transfer Value Comparator
Following the pension freedom and choice 
flexibilities in 2015, member interest in transfer 
values continues apace. Based on a survey of LCP’s 
administration clients, around 1 in 15 deferred 
members requested a transfer value quotation 
over the past 12 months, and around 30% of those 
members accepted the quote with an average value 
of over £440k.

From 1 October 2018, the Financial Conduct 
Authority (FCA) required all financial advisers to 
give new information to members when providing 
advice on a potential DB transfer. This Transfer 
Value Comparator (TVC) compares the scheme’s 
transfer value with the estimated cost of replacing 
the DB pension with an insured annuity. This new 
requirement replaces the “TVAS” report which 
concentrated instead on the investment return 
needed in order to replace a member’s benefits. 
Whilst it can be debated whether TVC provides a 
“fair” comparison, it is probably easier for members 
to understand than TVAS.

It is unclear at this stage what, if any, impact TVCs 
will have on the take-up rates for transfer values.

Our recent report ‘New rules for pension transfer 
advice - how generous are transfer values?’ enables 
companies to benchmark their own scheme’s 
transfer values compared to other schemes. The 

report can be viewed at www.lcp.uk.com.

GMP equalisation – extra liabilities to 
hit cash, balance sheet and profits? 
Whilst this is much broader than an accounting 
issue, we summarise it in the next section on 
preparing for the year-end, as that’s the first place 
where the hassle and financial pain is likely to be felt 
by companies.

Changes to RPI? Worth £100bn?
The House of Lords Economic Affairs Committee 
has been undertaking a review of the RPI. 
Overhauling RPI so that it is replaced by CPI in less 
than say 10 years now appears a far less far-fetched 
possibility.

The sums of money involved are eye watering – 
perhaps £100bn or more for UK plc.

There is still much uncertainty, and the overall 
impact on funding levels may not be straightforward 
to assess. Companies with concerns around 
“trapped surplus” risk should carefully consider 
this development – in some cases assessing the 
feasibility of using alternative funding solutions (for 
example, escrow type vehicles for the difference in 
liability value caused by the difference between RPI 
and CPI). 

Companies should also consider this issue carefully 
if they are involved in significant buying or selling 
of index-linked gilts or similar swaps, buy-ins and 
buyouts, changing the index used for pension 
increases, transfer value or PIE exercises, and long 
term journey planning.

Collective Defined Contribution – 
Going Dutch?
As if the above list weren’t enough for corporate 
sponsors to be getting their heads around, the 
government is also consulting this autumn on 
“Collective Defined Contribution” (CDC) schemes - 
these are common in Denmark and the Netherlands 
and are being explored in the UK by Royal Mail.

The basic principle is to share risks between 
different employees and across generations. The 
“Dutch model” being focussed on operates in a very 
similar way to the old insurance company “with-
profits” policies, but the key characteristic of being 
able to reduce benefits would need new legislation.

CDC schemes have much appeal in theory. We 
would not be surprised if legislation is implemented 
to enable them in the UK – but we would be 
surprised if they were taken up by many UK 
private sector companies. We believe the practical, 
administrative, tax, technical, inter-generational and 
communication challenges will prove too much for 
most companies.

Executive pension changes
In July 2018 the FRC issued a new Corporate 
Governance Code. This states that from 2019 
executive pension contribution rates, and any cash 
paid in lieu, should be “aligned” with the rest of the 
workforce. 

Companies therefore need to urgently assess their 
executive pension policies.

https://www.lcp.uk.com/pensions-benefits/publications/survey-how-generous-are-transfer-values/
https://www.lcp.uk.com/pensions-benefits/publications/survey-how-generous-are-transfer-values/
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Preparing for the 2018 year-end

Get prepared

We have summarised below some of the key issues that we are discussing 
with companies who are planning for their 2018 accounting year-ends.

Audit focus on pension schemes
In July 2018 the accounting watchdog, the FRC, released a report, The 
Audit of Defined Benefit Pension Obligations, in which they gave the results 
of their review of audits of pension scheme figures. The report found that 
improvement was required in almost half of audits.

We expect this to lead to extra audit scrutiny of IAS19 processes this year, 
including assumptions setting, asset values, data used and detailed “roll 
forward” approaches.

This is more likely to apply where pension liabilities are large compared 
to audit materiality levels. Several high profile companies quoted in the 
FRC report have audit materiality levels that are less than 1% of the IAS19 
liability. This level can easily be exceeded by day-to-day movements or 
approximations and estimates in liability figures, as pension figures are 
inherently risky, uncertain, and reliant on estimates.

We expect even 
more audit 
scrutiny this year

Market practice is 
clearly changing 
on IAS19 discount 
rate and longevity 
assumptions

It will be important 
to clarify upfront 
with all stakeholders, 
including internal 
Audit Committees, 
how materiality 
is interpreted in 
practice. 

Assumption setting
Our spring report revealed shifts in market practice on assumption setting:

• Discount rate: The majority of FTSE 100 companies appear to be using 
higher rates than implied by traditional audit benchmarks. There are several 
reasons for this, including changes to the approach on: 

1. whether university and similar bonds are “corporate”,

2. how many rating agencies need to rate a bond as “AA”, and

3. extrapolating the AA yield curve beyond the data.

• Mortality: Most FTSE 100 companies appear to have moved to an approach 
of updating the life expectancy improvement tables (e.g. “CMI 2017”) on an 
annual basis.

We believe these trends will continue at the 2018 year-end.

Audit materiality – an example
Company X discloses an audit materiality level of 5 million pounds 
which is around 5 percent of profits. Any misstatements greater than 
this are deemed at risk of affecting decisions taken by investors. 
Company X’s IAS19 obligation is 1 billion pounds so audit materiality 
is just 0.5 percent of pensions - much less than typical valuation 
uncertainty from assumption ranges, estimates and approximations.

https://www.lcp.uk.com/pensions-benefits/publications/accounting-for-pensions-2018/
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GMP equalisation 
a £15bn one-off 
hit to FTSE 100 
profits?

IFRIC14 continues to be a high risk
As highlighted in our Spring report, the International Accounting Standards 
Board is continuing to consider changes to IFRIC14 which could bring 
significant extra liabilities onto the balance sheets of UK companies to the 
tune of £50bn or so for the FTSE 100, with several individual companies being 
hit by more than £1bn.

Our best guess at the moment is that proposed new rules might be put out for 
consultation in early 2019.

Our survey results, in the next chart, show that a significant proportion of 
opinions are supportive of such changes in principle. However, as we pointed 

out in our Spring report, this could have a very large detrimental impact on 
the balance sheets of many companies. Financial sector firms will be following 
this particularly closely given the potential implications for the levels of 
pension risk capital they are required to hold.

Be prepared 
for big shocks 
from changes to 
accounting rules

£50bn+
threat

Possibility of significant extra pension liabilities from 
Guaranteed Minimum Pensions (GMPs)
The court ruling on the Lloyds Bank GMP equalisation case is expected in the 
next month. The judgment may confirm that pension schemes with GMPs, 
i.e. most schemes, will need to remove the inequalities that arise in benefits 
between men and women because of unequal GMPs.

If the court case provides clarity on this issue the impact for corporates may be:

• A need to recognise an additional liability on the balance sheet. This may 
need to be recognised as a hit to P&L (although this is also not yet clear). 
There is also a risk this needs to be done for the 2018 year-end.

To illustrate, this could be a one-off P&L hit of around £15bn for the FTSE 100 
companies.

• A larger deficit for funding purposes and so higher contributions, in cases 
where the trustees have not yet included a reserve, or where existing reserves 
prove insufficient.

We have found the actual impact varies significantly between methods and 
is highly dependent on both benefit structure and data. Real life costs have 
ranged from next to nothing to more than 2% of the funding liabilities.

The ruling might also be appealed or further cases required to clarify the 
position.

https://www.lcp.uk.com/pensions-benefits/publications/accounting-for-pensions-2018/
https://www.lcp.uk.com/pensions-benefits/publications/accounting-for-pensions-2018/
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Amendments to IAS19 bring changes to special event 
accounting
As highlighted in our Spring report, amendments to IAS19 were published in 
January 2018. This will affect how companies account for special events from 
2019, and will make the cost of events such as benefit changes more complex 
to calculate and harder to predict. 

These won’t affect the 2018 accounts, and there will be no need to restate the 
2018 accounts under the new rules when they come in for 2019. 

However, if there are any possible special events on the horizon – such as a 
change in benefits, redundancy exercise or M&A activity – it will be worth 
considering the pensions accounting impact in advance.

Other

Pensions accounting is just an artifice 
so whatever value goes in the accounts 

is not really relevant to the business

At last we would have a sensible 
measure of the actual liability on the 

balance sheet (i.e. based on the 
actual pension contributions due)

It’s a serious threat to key business 
metrics and to be avoided if possible

It would introduce an “unlevel playing 
field” between companies who report 
under IFRS and US GAAP, and should 

therefore be avoided if possible

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50%

Preparing for the 2018 year-end
continued

The international accounting standard “IFRIC14” (linked to IAS19) might change soon so that your triennial 
funding deficit needs to be recognised immediately on the corporate balance sheet. Your view on this is:

Accounting for 
“special events” 
now even more 
complicated and 
hard to budget for

Take action

Actions for companies
• Understand the FRC report implications.

• Engage auditors early; no surprises.

• Agree upfront the approach to setting assumptions.

• Monitor the GMP equalisation court case, and agree any accounting impact early.

https://www.lcp.uk.com/pensions-benefits/publications/accounting-for-pensions-2018/


During the summer of 2018 we performed a survey of senior corporate decision-makers. 
These individuals were made up as follows:

They cover a wide range of pension scheme sizes and company market capitalisations as 
shown in the following 2 charts:
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What is your primary role in relation to a UK defined benefit (DB) pension scheme?

What is the approximate size of your DB pension scheme accounting liabilities?

What’s the approximate size of your market capitalisation (or equivalent)?

Survey of senior corporate decision-makers
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